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Massive Online Experiment Needs
N1: Implement many experimental designs in an online format 

N2: Recruit and reward participants without providing cash payment 
or course credit 

N3: Ensure that the study is available all the time (no downtime) 

N4: Store the data being collected while the study is active 

N5: (bonus) Implement sophisticated stimulus selection logic! 
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           Interested in large scale data collection? Pushkin is for conducting massive online experiments!

 

A collection of tools and technologies that can be assembled into a versatile platform 
for running successful massive online experiments (see gameswithwords.org). 
Pushkin is designed to provide the majority of the functionality needed to conduct 
successful massive online experiments while offering flexibility and modularity that 
allows for easy modifications and customization. 
 

What is Pushkin?
 

Experiments: 

Webpages: 

Database Workers: Write to and read 
from the database; handle seeding the 
database with an initial list of stimuli for 
each study

Task Workers: Select and order stimuli before 
presenting them to the participant; analyze data in 
real time; use participant responses to provide 
feedback; can be used to implement OED

API: A routing layer that points to other services 
Message Queue: Enables communication between 
services in different programming languages

Cron Worker: Runs (Python or JavaScript) scripts 
periodically; can be used to analyze data and send 
reports or remove user IDs for inactive users

Load Balancer: Distributes website traffic to the different 
copies of each Pushkin service created via scaling. 

1. Services: Scaling by 
making additional copies of 
bottleneck services on the 
same host

2. Hosts: Scaling by 
making additional copies 
of all Pushkin backend 
services on a new host
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Standard vs Pushkin Experiment
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 (Auto)scaling
Why is scaling necessary?

What kinds of scaling are there?

               Where Do We Get Subjects From?

A Pushkin 
experiment allows 
for flexible, real-
time stimulus 
selection 
and contingent 
designs

Under development: 
• Web-based eye tracking (WebGazer.js) 
• Percentile score feedback template 
• Additional feedback templates 

Challenges currently being addressed: 
• Faster and simpler deployment of a Pushkin website 
• Reusable templates for scientists with little 

programming knowledge 
• Procedures for keeping Pushkin dependencies up-to-

date 
• More extensive documentation 

 

Rewards for participation: 
personalized feedback & 
social media sharing; 
gamification (leaderboards, 
badges)

Database: Contains stimuli and responses 
Data Log: Keeps a permanent record of all 
queries; implements version control 
  N4 

https://www.gameswithwords.org/

